Using Version 10.02

*Receiving, Distributing, and Dispensing Strategic National Stockpile Assets: A Guide for Preparedness*, Version 10.00, was issued in June 2005. It is periodically updated to reflect changes in the practices, policies, and procedures of the Division of Strategic National Stockpile (DSNS). The first update (V10.01) was issued in April 2006; this update (V10.02) was made in August 2006. The changes to the original version of the Guide are summarized below, and significant modifications (related to policies and procedures) to the text have been marked with black change bars (see right margin) to make it easy to identify the new material. All updated sections have minor changes throughout as well as the upgrades noted below.

**Version 10.01**

- Foreword: Significant changes; see change bars
- Chapter 1: Developing an SNS Plan: Significant changes; see change bars
- Chapter 2: Command and Control: Significant changes; see change bars
- Chapter 3: Requesting SNS Assets: Significant changes; see change bars
- Chapter 6: Public Information: Major rewrite; see change bars
- Chapter 9: Controlling SNS Inventory: Significant changes; see change bars
- Chapter 10: Repackaging: Significant changes; see change bars
- Appendix I: Sample MOA: Significant changes; see change bars
- Appendix K: Controlled Substances: Significant changes; see change bars
- Appendix M: Data File Structure: Major rewrite; see change bars
- Appendix P: Pediatric Dispensing: Minor changes
- Appendix Q: Investigational New Drugs: Significant changes; see change bars
- Appendix T: Examples of Job Action Sheets: Significant changes; see change bars
- Appendix U: Managed Inventory: New
- Appendix V: State SNS Assessment Tool: New
- Appendix W: Action Request Form: New
- Appendix X: Federal Medical Stations: New

**Version 10.02**

- Chapter 7: Security Support: Major rewrite; see change bars